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An investigation into the influence of seemingly analogous kinematics (plunge
versus tow) for rapidly accelerating, low-aspect-ratio plates has been performed.
The instantaneous forces and velocity fields were obtained simultaneously using a
six-component force/moment sensor together with a three-dimensional particle tracking
velocimetry (3D-PTV) system. Despite identical effective shear-layer velocities and
effective angles of attack, the force histories are found to vary between the two
aforementioned cases (plunge versus tow) once the impulsive motion is complete, as
originally reported on by Kriegseis et al. (J. Fluid Mech., vol. 736, 2013, pp. 91–106).
In order to uncover the cause for this curious discrepancy between the two analogous
cases a vortex force decomposition is implemented. It is shown that the interplay
between growth and orientation of the vortical structures significantly affects vortical
hydrodynamic impulse and vortex force, and thus the net lift on the body.
Key words: low-Reynolds-number flows, vortex flows

1. Introduction

Although the unsteady propulsion of swimming and flying animals has been
explored by biologists and engineers alike, our ability to connect the cause-and-effect
relationships between parameters such as kinematics, shape and flexibility, and the
resulting instantaneous forces, has only just begun; see for instance Gazzola et al.
(2012) and Hartloper & Rival (2013). When considering the relationship between
vortex growth and instantaneous force Ringuette, Milano & Gharib (2007) and Kim
& Gharib (2010, 2011) investigated the development of a leading-edge vortex (LEV)
and tip vortex (TV) on low-aspect-ratio flat plates towed from rest at a 90◦ angle
of attack. It was found that the TV increased the overall drag and that this force
therefore had a larger contribution at lower aspect ratios. In addition, it was observed
that the circulation of the LEV decreased at spanwise positions close to the tip. More
recently Yilmaz & Rockwell (2012) showed strong time-dependent, three-dimensional
interactions between the LEV and TV, demonstrating that this competition for space
on the plate between the two vortical structures finally resulted in LEV eruption.
When considering the appropriate scaling of the shear-layer velocity for LEV and TV
growth, Kriegseis, Kinzel & Rival (2013) observed that for inboard regions no history
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effects from the varying initial conditions (plunge versus tow) were observed in the
resulting vortex-formation process after the impulsive motion was complete. Instead, it
was found that in spite of similar vortex circulations the instantaneous forces differed,
but only once the plate accelerations ceased, implying that the discrepancy between
these two kinematics cannot be attributed to added-mass-like forces.
Since it has been shown that initial conditions do not affect vortex growth past
the acceleration phase, the objective of the present study is to elucidate the origin
of the disparity in instantaneous force between these two analogous plate kinematics
by examining their respective LEV and TV dynamics. Here the starting vortex, also
known as the trailing-edge vortex (TEV), is not considered as it remains at a distance
of at least two chords from the trailing edge once the acceleration ceases. By using
information on the vorticity field to decompose the instantaneous force into two main
contributors, i.e. (vortical) hydrodynamic impulse and vortex force (Lamb vector), we
uncover the origin of this critical discrepancy. The findings of this study in turn further
our understanding of how subtle variations in kinematics, and their respective vortex
formation processes, can be manipulated to in turn alter the instantaneous forces on
lifting bodies.
2. Experimental methods

A free-surface water tunnel was used to conduct the experiments, where two
contrasting kinematics on an AR = 4 plate (chord length c = 50 mm, span
4c = 200 mm, area A = 4c2 = 0.01 m2 , thickness t/c = 6 %) were controlled by
means of a custom hexapod manipulator. Between the base of the hexapod and the
plate, an ATI Gamma six-component force/moment sensor (SI-32-2.5, 32N range,
1/80N resolution) was mounted to obtain the direct-force measurements. The LEV
and TV were recorded simultaneously with a three-dimensional particle-tracking
velocimetry (3D-PTV) system, whereas the TEV was left at the starting position
outside of the large measurement volume. The 3D-PTV system comprised four
pco.edge sCMOS cameras (chip size 2560 pixel × 2160 pixel, maximum resolution
of 2560 pixel × 1280 pixel at 165 fps) and a customized high-intensity-discharge
(HID) light source. The resulting spatial and temporal resolutions of the PTV set-up
were 12 pixel mm−1 and 6 ms, respectively. Neutrally buoyant 100 µm silver-coated,
hollow-glass spheres (Stk ≈ 1.2 × 10−3 ) were used as tracers. For sake of clarity, the
experimental set-up and chosen coordinates in the plate-fixed frame of reference are
repeated from Kriegseis et al. (2013) in figure 1.
The two analogous kinematics considered here are: (i) acceleration of a plate from
rest at a constant angle of attack αeff = 45◦ to a final towing speed ḣ (referred to as
tow); and (ii) an impulsively started cross-stream plunging motion ḣ perpendicularly
superimposed onto an attached flat-plate boundary-layer flow with the constant
freestream velocity U∞ (referred to as plunge). For either case, the plate is accelerated
to the final value of ḣ in one convective time t∗ = t Ueff /c = 1 according to a
half-cosine curve and is then kept constant for 1 < t∗ < 2. Similarity of the two
!
cases was ensured based on the condition tan(αeff ) = ḣ/U∞ , i.e. a final plunging
speed of ḣ = U∞ was required to meet the preset condition αeff = 45◦ of the towing
case. The Reynolds number was set to Re = 5000, based on the chord length c and
effective shear layer velocity Ueff = |ḣ + U∞ | or the final plate velocity ḣ = 0.1 m s−1
(depending on the case). As such, comparable constant conditions were assured for
both kinematics at 1 < t∗ < 2. More details on the contrasting plate kinematics can be
found in Kriegseis et al. (2013). All experiments were repeated five times to assure
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(1) Hexapod manipulator
(2) 6-component force moment sensor
(4) pco.edge sCMOS camera system
for 3D-PTV
(5) HID light source and lens system
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F IGURE 1. (Colour online) Experimental set-up: (a) water tunnel test section with
measurement systems; and (b) AR = 4 plate with coordinate system, freestream U∞ and
plunge/tow ḣ velocities. These images appear in Kriegseis et al. (2013).

reproducibility. Based on the resulting scatter of the recorded force data and sensor
resolution, the uncertainty for the force coefficients at every phase of the plate-motion
was determined to be at most 0.14.
To determine the velocity fields and corresponding production and reorientation of
vorticity, tracer-particle positions and trajectories were obtained in a similar manner
to the work of Luethi, Tsinober & Kinzelbach (2005). In particular, uncertainty of
the particle-track velocities was estimated to be δu/u < ±0.01, based on the approach
described by Feng, Goree & Liu (2011). The accuracy of the velocity-derivative
calculations was estimated by comparing the Lagrangian acceleration at = Dui /Dt with
the sum of the local acceleration al = ∂ui /∂t and convective acceleration ac = uj ∂ui /∂xj
according to
σa =

1 X |ait − ail − aic |
,
3 i=x,y,z |ait | + |ail | + |aic |

with σa ∈ [0, 1].

(2.1)

Calculation of the normalized error (2.1) resulted in an uncertainty estimate of
σa = 0.1. As with the sensor data, the average of all five runs is presented. The
resulting uncertainties for the processed PTV data will be indicated as error bars
in the respective diagrams. These error bars also account for the effect of error
propagation, as it occurs when the measured velocity information is further processed
in terms of spatial and/or time derivatives. For further details on the experimental
procedure please refer to Kriegseis et al. (2013).
3. Force decomposition

As shown by Green (1995), the material derivative of velocity (Lagrangian
acceleration) can be decomposed into rotational and irrotational components:
hu · ui
Du ∂u
=
−u×ω+∇
.
(3.1)
Dt
∂t
2
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Equation (3.1) explicitly emphasizes both the contribution of the rotation ω = ∇ × u
to the acceleration field and the (irrotational) gradient of kinetic energy per unit mass.
When considering this decomposition, and assuming irrotational fluid in the far field,
the total force F can then be reworked into three contributing terms, as described by
Wu, Ma & Zhou (2006):
Z
Z
d
dI
b dV,
(3.2)
F = −ρ + ρ l dV + ρ
dt
dt B
V
where I, l and b represent the hydrodynamic impulse, vortex force (Lamb vector)
and velocity of the moving body, respectively. Note that volume V encompasses
the measurement domain while B represents the body volume. For solid bodies of
acceleration ḧ = db/dt the contribution of the last term in (3.2) simplifies to Bḧ. In
the present case of a thin flat plate this term can be neglected in good approximation.
This assumption was retroactively verified based on the worst case of ḧ = ḧmax , which
revealed a one order-of-magnitude difference to the former two terms of (3.2). Note
that in cases where such assumptions no longer hold, exclusion of the body might
be convenient. Corresponding processing approaches are comprehensively discussed
by Noca, Shiels & Jeon (1997, 1999).
The first term in (3.2) is the time derivative of the hydrodynamic impulse,
Z
1
I=
i dV with i = x × ω,
(3.3)
2 V
which in essence represents the rate of change of the relative arm x of a vortical
structure. The second term is the integration of the vortex force,
l = u × ω,

(3.4)

which covers the rotational part of the Lagrangian acceleration (3.1). Since first
proposed by Lamb (1877), the expression in (3.4) is commonly referred to as the
Lamb vector. To avoid confusion it might be worth noting that Wu et al. (2006)
defined the Lamb vector (3.4) with the opposite sign. Accordingly, the second term
in (3.2) is subtracted in Wu et al. (2006).
According to Saffman (1995) the magnitude and orientation of l corresponds to the
strength and direction of a vortex force contained in the vortical structure. Thus, in
the present case, the vortex force contributes to lift via two components, the LEV and
TV structures, as shown here:
Z
Ly = ρ (uz ωx − ux ωz ) dV.
(3.5)
|{z}
V |{z}
lyTV

lyLEV

Similarly, the hydrodynamic impulse (3.3) and thus its rate of change reduces to
 Z

dIy
d 1
Hy = ρ
=ρ
( z ωx − x ωz ) dV .
(3.6)
dt
dt 2 V |{z} |{z}
iTV
y

iLEV
y

As such, with knowledge of (3.5) and (3.6) the total lifting force in (3.2) can be finally
reduced to
Fy = HyLEV − HyTV − LyLEV + LyTV
(3.7a)
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and normalized according to
Fy∗ = [HyLEV − HyTV − LyLEV + LyTV ]

.ρ
2

2
AUeff
.

(3.7b)

It is important to note that the PTV measurement volume enveloped half of the
entire plate. Therefore, the PTV data were processed for z/c 6 2 (center span) in
(3.5) and (3.6). The results were then multiplied by a factor of two to estimate the
integral values of the entire plate. In order to ensure the removal of background noise,
a threshold value of ωth = 0.05 has been applied to the vorticity fields ωi based on
!

ωi (ωi < ωth ) = 0.

(3.8)

Accordingly, determination of the circulation and further processing of (3.5) and
(3.6) only considered the coherent structures inside the investigated measurement
volume. It should also be noted that for such impulsive motions, where the steady
Kutta condition is not satisfied, the bound circulation is neglected (see Pitt Ford &
Babinsky 2013).
4. Results and discussion

The direct-force, vorticity and circulation results are presented in § 4.1, where
some of the salient findings from Kriegseis et al. (2013) are briefly summarized.
Subsequently, processing of the PTV data according to the above force decomposition
is demonstrated and the results are discussed. Here, § 4.2 illustrates both spatial
distribution and dynamics of hydrodynamic impulse and Lamb force, which are
contained in the vortical structures. Finally, histories of the integral values for all
force contributors are compared with the total force and then discussed in § 4.3.
4.1. Direct-force and vorticity results
In order to identify differences between the two cases (plunge versus tow), the forcesensor results fj are shown in figure 2. Normalized according to
Cj =

2fj
2
ρ A Ueff

with j = x, y

(4.1)

the solid and dashed lines represent the plate-normal and plate-parallel force
components Cy and Cx , respectively. Note that this coordinate-system orientation was
chosen to assure best-possible comparison of the force data with the vortical structures,
where the latter are discussed in a plate-fixed frame of reference. Furthermore, the
plate kinematics, i.e. plate velocity ḣ and plate acceleration ḧ, were added to the
diagram for sake of clarity (right ordinate).
Both kinematics produce a rapidly increasing lift force up to values of Cy > 3 for
t∗ = t Ueff /c < 1, with a slightly faster growth for the tow case. In contrast to the
plunge case where a higher force is maintained after the acceleration phase, force
drops significantly at t∗ = 1 for the tow case. Recall from Kriegseis et al. (2013)
that for both cases the acceleration ceases at t∗ = 1 such that both kinematics have
identical values for αeff and Ueff at this time. To understand the differing force
histories and particularly the discrepancies once acceleration ceases at t∗ > 1, the
differences in vortex formation and vortex dynamics is now explored. The LEV
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F IGURE 2. (Colour online) Force-sensor data for the plunging (red online) and towing
(green online) cases; plate-normal force Cy (—) and plate-parallel force Cx (– –); plate
kinematics (right ordinate): plate velocity ḣ and plate acceleration ḧ.
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F IGURE 3. (Colour online) LEV circulation Γz∗ for the plunging (red online) and towing
(green online) cases in the quasi-two-dimensional, near-midplane region (1 6 z/c 6 3); error
bars indicate scatter and tracking uncertainties of the post-processed PTV data.

RR
circulation histories Γz∗ =
c ωz /Ueff dxdy in the near-midplane region (average
across 1 6 z/c 6 3 according to Jardin, Farcy & David 2012) for both cases are
compared in figure 3. Despite varying initial conditions, i.e. attached boundary layer
(plunge) versus a start from rest (tow), both curves have similar slopes for the period
of motion, and collapse well for 1 6 t∗ 6 2. The agreement between the curves
of near-midplane circulation Γz∗ , yet contrasting plate-normal force Cy , indicates that
this quasi-two-dimensional approach is over simplistic. Consequently, only the varying
three-dimensional character, i.e. locations and dimensions of the respective vortical
structures cause the different lifting forces Cy . These structures are shown in figure 4
in terms of isosurfaces of vorticity. It has been shown by Kriegseis et al. (2013) that
both LEV and TV initially grow at similar rates and locations. However, after the
acceleration of the plate ceases at t∗ > 1, the tow case LEV is observed to roll off
the plate. Furthermore, a slight lift-off of the TV is identified for the tow case, which
is assumed to lead to a less effective contribution to lift. In conclusion, the direct
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F IGURE 4. (Colour online) Comparison of LEV and TV vorticity for analogous
(a) plunging and (b) towing kinematics: LEV (blue online) isosurface of spanwise vorticity
(ωz∗ = 0.8); TV (red online) isosurface of streamwise vorticity (ωx∗ = 0.8).

comparison of the vorticity fields already provides us with some confidence that
beyond an evaluation of the circulation, both location and dimension of the vortices
are of major importance in the resulting lift force.
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4.2. Hydrodynamic impulse and vortex force (Lamb vector)
Further decomposition of the vorticity fields as introduced in § 3 provides us with
insight into the discrepancies at t∗ > 1. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) explicitly reveal that
the underlying vorticity fields of figure 4 contribute to the total lifting force Fy via
both the arm x of the structure and its local velocity u, respectively.
Isosurfaces of the plate-normal component of the hydrodynamic-impulse distribution
i = x × ω are shown in figure 5. The vorticity surfaces of figure 4 were added to the
plots for sake of orientation. It is important to note that the rate of change of these
structures contributes to the lifting force; see (3.7). Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to
first study the impulse structures in order to understand their contribution to the force.
Equation (3.6) provides this conversion, i.e. reveals that a favourable effect on the
lifting force can be achieved by rapid changes of either the size and corresponding
strengths of the structures or their respective locations.
During the acceleration phase (0 < t∗ < 1) a growth of an impulse structure inside
the LEV can be observed on the plate in the vicinity of the plate’s leading edge
for both kinematics. At first glance, the structures in both cases grow gradually
towards similar terminal sizes once the acceleration ceases at t∗ > 1. The intensity of
hydrodynamic impulse inside the TV for both cases is small compared with that of
the LEV structures for t∗ < 1 despite the fact that the respective vorticity domains of
LEV and TV grow at similar rates. However, this discrepancy decreases for increasing
size of the vortical structures, as shown by the delayed appearance of i∗y isosurfaces
inside the TVs of figure 5.
As per definition (3.3) the isovalues shown in figure 5 directly rely on the chosen
reference for the arm x. In the present study, plate tip (z/c = 0) and leading edge
(x/c = 0) were chosen as reference locations in (3.6). It has been demonstrated by
Kriegseis et al. (2013) that the TVs grow above the tip of the plate whereas the LEVs
grow on the plate. As such, the calculation of the integrand of (3.6) leads to smaller
plate-normal moments of the TVs. This seemingly arbitrary choice of the reference x
vanishes by definition for the time derivative of the structure. In particular, Wu et al.
(2006) emphasize that the rate of change of the hydrodynamic impulse H = dI/dt is
independent of the chosen frame of reference. Consequently, it is ensured that the
desired information on lifting forces from the underlying hydrodynamic impulse is
properly computed in the study.
Kriegseis et al. (2013) hypothesized that the aforementioned roll-off of the tow
case LEV adversely affects the resulting magnitude of the lift force for the towing
case. Indeed, as a result of this relative vortex motion for t∗ > 1, the formation of a
positive plate-normal vortex force ly∗ remains constant in the tow case; see figure 6.
Furthermore, a gradually increasing displacement of the tow case Lamb structure from
the leading edge can be observed. In contrast, since no roll-off occurs for the plunge
motion, the LEV vorticity still contributes to the vortex force ly for t∗ > 1. This is
observed from the continuously increasing structure in proximity to the leading edge.
The significant variation in this vortex force directly supports the observed decay in
lift for the tow case once the plate acceleration stops.
The Lamb-vector isosurfaces in figure 6 reveal the formation of a coherent pattern
of negative plate-normal vortex force inside the towing case TV. Interestingly, the
respective plunge case structure is significantly less pronounced. As indicated in (3.7)
the contribution of the TV would have a favourable effect on the vortex force, thus
∗
the resulting lifting force, for ly,TV
= uz ωx > 0. Figure 4 clearly shows that ωx >
0 and is of similar strength for both cases. As such, it can be concluded that the
contribution of outboard velocity uz < 0 immediately above the tip of the plate is
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F IGURE 5. (Colour online) Comparison of normalized plate-normal hydrodynamic impulse
i∗y = iy /Ueff for analogous (a) plunging and (b) towing kinematics: LEV (green online)
and TV (yellow online) (isosurface value i∗y = 1.1). For orientation purposes the vorticity
isosurface as presented in figure 4 were added in semitransparent form.
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F IGURE 6. (Colour online) Comparison of normalized plate-normal vortex force (Lamb
2
structure) ly∗ = ly c/Ueff
for analogous (a) plunging and (b) towing kinematics: LEV
(cyan online) and TV (magenta online) (isosurface value ly∗ = −0.5). Recall from (3.7)
that negative LEV contributions and positive TV contributions of the Lamb vector are
favourable for the lifting force. For orientation purposes the vorticity isosurface as
presented in figure 4 were added in semitransparent form.
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F IGURE 7. (Colour online) Instantaneous forces of both plate kinematics: (a) separate
contributions from (3.7b); (b) total force Fy∗ from PTV data and plate normal force
coefficient Cy from sensor data; error bars indicate scatter and tracking uncertainties of
the post-processed PTV data. Sum of all terms of Fy∗ (—); plate normal force coefficient
Cy (– –).

responsible for the adverse effect on the overall vortex force. Here, it is hypothesized
that the above-mentioned lift-off of the tow-case TV from the plate further intensifies
the contribution of this effect, since the vortical structure separates form the shear
layer on the plate (see Kriegseis et al. 2013).
4.3. Total force
The above discussion on LEV and TV development illustrates the dynamics of
accumulated hydrodynamic impulse and vortex force contained in the coherent
structures during plate motion. The integration of these structures according to (3.5)
and (3.6) leads to the desired estimation of total force Fy∗ (t∗ ).
Figure 7(a) shows the normalized components of the total force according to (3.7).
Note that the colour coding is identical with that of the corresponding isosurfaces in
figures 5 and 6. For the sake of clarity, the signs of the individual terms are included
in the figure, i.e. histories of +HyLEV , −HyTV , −LyLEV and +LyTV are plotted. Hence,
positive/negative values in the diagram indicate favourable/adverse influences on the
resulting total force. This total force is shown in figure 7(b).
The most critical difference between both plate kinematics lies in the distinctive
peak of HyLEV for the plunging case LEV. As outlined in § 4.2, a faster growing and/or
advecting region of hydrodynamic impulse i∗y of the plunge case (figure 5) for 1 < t∗ <
1.5 results in a larger contribution to the plate-normal force when compared with the
towing case. Conversely, the observed interruption of the Lamb-structure growth for
the towing case LEV (figure 6) leads to a drop of the resulting vortex force LyLEV when
compared with the plunging case.
The TV growth reveals two initially unexpected results, which affect the
development of the plate-normal total force Fy∗ . Even though the hydrodynamic
impulse of the TV iTV
is small for t∗ < 1 (see § 4.2), its time derivative −HyTV
y
dominates the process during early plate acceleration for both cases. Furthermore,
the presence of (negative) Lamb structures inside the TV adversely contributes to the
total plate-normal force, which is more pronounced for the towing case.
Finally, to determine the total force Fy∗ all individual curves of figure 7(a) are added
together according to (3.7); see figure 7(b). Note that the TV contributions are less
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pronounced as compared with the LEVs. The force-sensor histories for Cy , as already
shown in figure 2, are replotted in the diagram to ensure best-possible comparison
between the results of the sensor-based and PTV-based results.
At first glance, figure 7(b) demonstrates that (the time derivative of) integrated
spatial derivatives of velocity information, as processed in (3.2), are sensitive with
respect to measurement uncertainties. This is particularly noticeable for t∗ < 1, where
the processing of small values, thus low signal-to-noise ratios, leads to biased (yet
comparable) results.
Despite high levels of uncertainty, the data shown in figure 7(b) suggests similar
trends for the sensor and PTV data, when comparing the two considered cases
(plunge versus tow). In particular, the drop of the direct-force data Cy at t∗ = 1 is
also recognizable in the total-force Fy∗ curve, even though it appears as a sharp kink
(rather than a distinct drop) in the PTV data. The two identified differences inside
the LEVs (faster growth of the iplunge
-structure, frozen lytow -structure) combine to the
y
∗
∗
observed offset of 1Fy ≈ 1 for t > 1 between the two contrasted kinematics. This
offset is further intensified by the adverse effect of the Lamb-force structure in the
towing case.
5. Conclusions

The influence of two seemingly identical plate kinematics on vortex formation and
instantaneous lift for rapidly accelerating, AR = 4 plates has been investigated. In
particular, the redistribution and reorientation of vorticity ω, hydrodynamic impulse
i = x × ω and vortex force (Lamb vector) l = u × ω in the plate proximity have been
studied. The data were obtained simultaneously by means of a 3D-PTV system
together with a six-component force/moment sensor. Despite identical terminal
Reynolds numbers and feeding shear layer orientation, significant variation in the
force histories are observed between the plunging and towing kinematics. The origin
of this discrepancy in lift is uncovered by means of a total-force decomposition of
the 3D-PTV data, i.e. direct comparison of vorticity, circulation, (rate of change of)
hydrodynamics impulse and vortex force.
Similar LEV formation for both kinematics is observed during the rapid-acceleration
phase. Once this acceleration phase is complete, however, the tow LEV is observed
to roll-off from the plate. As a consequence, the development of a vortex force
was found to subside once the roll-off process started. Since no such adverse effect
occurred for the plunging case, its LEV vorticity still contributed favourably to
the total force Fy∗ via a positive Lamb vector Ly∗ and positive rate of change of
hydrodynamics impulse Hy∗ for t∗ > 1.
The relative importance of the TV has been identified as a critical factor in the
overall force production. The contribution of Hy∗ from the TV is initially found to
contribute to the overall force production. However, at these early time steps the
starting vortex system would also play a role but could not be measured due to the
limited field of view used here. Here it can be concluded that the TV vortex force is
affected by the magnitude of inboard-directed spanwise flow, which provides us with
insight towards the evolution of tip geometry and/or flexibility in propulsion systems
found in nature.
Finally, it is worth remarking that the current force-decomposition approach allows
one to, for instance, separate cause–effect relationships for cases with seemingly
similar force histories. On a technical note, it is important to be aware of the
sensitivity of the presented processing approach. The determination of the total
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force F relies on (the time derivative of) re-integrated second spatial derivatives of
velocity information. It is, therefore, recommended for research efforts considering
such a processing strategy to ensure best-possible spatial and temporal resolution
of the measurement equipment and optimize the statistical significance of the data,
e.g. through multiple repetitions of the investigated flow phenomena.
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